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Abstract—We present stability and control analysis of a rider-
bicycle system under human steering and body movements. The
dynamic model of rider-bicycle interactions is first constructed
to integrate the rider’s body movement with the moving bicycle
platform. We then present a human balance control strategies
based on human riding experiments. The closed-loop system
stability is analyzed and discussed. Quantitative influences of
the bicycle physical parameters, the human control gains and
the time delays are also analyzed and discussed. Extensive
experiments are conducted to validate the human control models
and demonstrate human balance performance using the bikebot,
an instrumented bicycle platform. The presented modeling and
analysis results can be potentially used for further development
of bicycle-assisted rehabilitation for postural balance patients.

Note to Practioners—Understanding human balance and con-
trol of bicycles is crucial for not only designing bicycle-based
rehabilitation devices but also studying physical human-machine
interactions for healthcare automation. This paper takes the
rider and bicycle as an example of physical human-machine
interactions to understand how human use their limbs and
body movement to stabilize an unstable platform (i.e., bicycles.)
We develop an instrumented bicycle system, called bikebot, to
conduct human riding experiments. Using experimental data,
we build the dynamic models for human steering and leaning
control actions. Using these actuation models, stability analyses
are conducted for rider-bicycle interactions and then validated by
experiments. We also obtain the stability results by perturbing
human visual and sensorimotor feedback. These results reveal
that the visual feedback and the time delay in sensorimotor
feedback mechanism play critical roles in stabilizing the unstable
bicycle platform.

Index Terms—Underactuated systems, human-robot interac-
tions, balance stability, cycling, time-delay systems

I. INTRODUCTION

HUMAN balance capability is crucial for many motor

skills, such as standing, walking and running, etc. Hu-

man physiological delays often exist in sensorimotor feedback

and therefore, increase complexity in analyzing these human

balancing skills. Although many advances have been witnessed

in recent years towards understanding human balancing tasks
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such as stick balancing [1], [2], quiet stance [3]–[5], balancing

board [6], etc., few studies have been reported in human-

machine interactions in which human full-body movements

play an important role in balancing the entire systems. In

this paper, we take an example of rider-bicycle systems to

present stability and control analysis of these human-in-the-

loop balance systems.

Recent clinical studies report that some Parkinson’s disease

patients who cannot maintain a stance balance and walking

balance are able to freely ride bicycles [7], [8]. Bicycle is

also considered as a potential postural balance rehabilitation

device [9], [10]. Intrinsically unstable bicycles offer a unique

platform to study fundamental principles of coupled physical

human-machine interactions. Although bicycle dynamics and

stability have been studied for a long time (e.g., [11]–[14]),

few studies and experiments are reported to quantify the

human balance mechanisms and performance [15]. The goal

of this work is to present the stability and control analysis and

experiments of the rider-bicycle system.

Rider’s balance control mechanism is a combination of

perception, decision and manipulation. Neuro-balance control

models are reported in literature for human quiet stance. For

example, the model in [3], [16] describes a human feedback

mechanism of upper-body upright stance with the identified

sensorimotor contributions. The model captures the human

sensory responses to environment as short-, medium- and long-

latency phasic mechanisms due to proprioception, vestibular

and visual sensory, respectively. Using this neuro-control

model, balance control stability analysis is conducted for

riding stationary bicycles [17], [18]. Built on the work in [19],

a rider steering model is presented in [20] for bicycle balancing

and path-following tasks. Comparing with the work in [19],

[20], the neuro-balance model in [3], [16] includes the human

musculoskeletal characteristics such as body movements and

time delays, which are important for bicycle riding. This

model also captures various human sensorimotor properties

and has been further validated through various stance balance

experiments. Although qualitative discussions about balance

mechanism are presented in [21], [22], no detailed, quantitative

stability results of the rider-bicycle system are reported and

demonstrated.

The work presented in this paper complements and extends

the above-mentioned human-bicycle balance control analysis

and experiments. We develop new models for the rider steering

and body movement control strategies. Using these models,

we then analyze stability and performance of the rider-bicycle

system. The rider-bicycle dynamic model in this paper is built

on and extended by the work of [23]. A proportional-derivative
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Fig. 1. (a) The Rutgers bikebot system. (b) Human riding experiment. (c) Upper-body pose estimation fixture.

(PD)-like feedback control law is proposed to describe the

rider’s steering mechanism for balance tasks. Such a neuro-

musculoskeletal model is inspired by the work of stance

balance strategy in [3], [6]. For validating and understand-

ing these control models, extensive riding experiments are

designed using the newly developed bikebot platform. With

the above-mentioned models, the closed-loop dynamics of

the rider-bicycle systems is obtained with four time delays.

We take advantages of the recent advances in analysis tools

for time-delay dynamical systems [24]–[28] and apply to the

linearized dynamics around the equilibrium points. The quasi-

polynomial mapping-based root-finder (QPMR) [29] is used to

compute the right most roots of the closed-loop characteristic

equation. The stability results are compared and validated with

experiments.

Besides normal riding condition, we also conduct rider-

bikebot riding experiments under three types of perturbations.

The external torque perturbation is first introduced by the

bikebot’s gyro-balancer, the second type of the perturbation

is the visual feedback blocking and distortion, and the last

type of the perturbation is the steering actuation time delay.

One of the motivations to introduce these perturbations in

experiments is to excite the rider-bicycle interactions such

that the human balance control model can be identified and

estimated. The other goals include sensitivity analysis of

the model parameters of the identified human sensorimotor

balance models. We use the bicycle balance metric developed

in [30] to quantify the human motor skills and performance.

The main contribution of the work are two-folds. First,

the new sensorimotor models for human steering and body

movements extend and complement the existing methods to

capture human balance and control strategies. These human

control models provide enabling tools to analyze human-in-

the-loop dynamic systems. Second, the stability analysis of

the rider-bicycle system is new and can be directly used

for designing the bicycle-based rehabilitation devices. The

perturbed human riding experiments provide a methodology

to understand and estimate the sensitivity of the model pa-

rameters on human balance performance. The approaches are

also potentially extendable to other types of physical human-

machine/robot interactions. Comparing with the previously

presented conference publication [31], this paper contains new

analyses and results in several aspects. The human control

models are significantly different with those in [31] to better

capture the experiments and observations. Additional time

delay constants are considered in the human control models

and therefore, different stability analysis tool is used in this

work. Moreover, the conducted experiments are completely

new and different with these in [31]. We introduce multiple

perturbations in experiments and consider the sensitivity analy-

sis with different model parameters. The models, analyses and

experiments bring new results that have never been published

in previous conference papers, including [31].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The rider-

bicycle dynamic model is presented in Section II. In Sec-

tion III, the human balance control strategy is discussed

and stability analysis is also included. Section IV describes

the experiments and the methods. Experimental results are

presented in Section V. Finally, we summarize the concluding

remarks in Section VI.

II. DYNAMIC MODELS OF RIDER-BICYCLE SYSTEM

Fig. 1(a) shows the bikebot platform developed at Rutgers

University [32]. Bikebot is a modified bicycle system with an

additional gyro-balancer to create disturbing balance torques,

and computer-controlled steering and pedaling actuation. De-

tailed description of the bikebot is presented in Section IV-A.

Fig. 1(b) shows an example of human riding experiment on

the bikebot. When human ride the bikebot, the handlebar angle

is measured and the onboard embedded system regulates the

actual steering angle to follow the handlebar angle profile.

The bikebot speed is also controlled by the onboard computer

system with a turning knob for the rider to manually adjust the

reference velocity with a speed display. The main purpose to

develop the bikebot is to provide a robotic platform to excite

the human balance sensorimotor mechanisms.

Fig. 2 shows the schematic of the kinematic configuration

of the rider-bikebot system. Two coordinate frames are used:

an inertial frame N : XY Z and a body-fixed frame B : xyz
with the origin C2 is attached on the rear wheel contact point,

the x-axis is along the wheelbase C1C2 and the z-axis points

downward, the same as the Z-axis. Frame B is considered by

rotating N by bikebot roll angle ϕb along the X-axis and yaw

angle ψ around the Z-axis. The bikebot is modeled as a rigid
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Fig. 2. Kinematic schematics of the rider-bicycle systems (left) and the
vertical position changes of the center of mass of the bicycle/rider due to
steering and rolling effects (right).

body with mass mb and inertial moment Jb around the x-

axis. The mass center G and the seat position are respectively

located at [lb 0 − hb]
T and [ls 0 − hs]

T in B. The bikebot

wheelbase is denoted as l, the caster angle as ε, and the trail

length as lt. We also denote the steering angle as δ.

The rider’s upper-body is considered as an inverted pen-

dulum with its length denoted as hh [33]. For simplicity,

we only consider roll angle ϕh in the human coronal plane

(i.e., relative to the bikebot frame in the x-z plane of B).

The bikebot orientation is captured by yaw angle ψ and roll

angle ϕb. With the nonholonomic constraint at C2, the bikebot

velocity is denoted by vr, namely, the longitudinal velocity

of C2. With the above configuration, the bikebot yaw rate is

calculated as [34], [35]

ψ̇ =
vr tan δ cε
l cϕb

, (1)

where notations cx := cosx and sx := sinx are used for

variable x in the above equation and throughout the rest of

the paper. The yaw acceleration has the form as

ψ̈ =
cε
l c2ϕb

(

v̇r cϕb
tan δ + vr sϕb

ϕ̇b tan δ +
vr cϕb

δ̇

c2
δ

)

. (2)

From (2), under constant vr and small ϕb, it is straightforward

to obtain ψ̈ ≈ vr δ̇ cε
l c2

δ

.

Because of the non-zero caster angle ε and trail length lt,
even for the same roll angle ϕb, the changes of the vertical

height of the bicycle and rider mass centers are different with

varying steering angle δ. As shown in Fig. 2, due to steering

effect, the vertical position changes of points G and S, denoted

respectively as ∆zG and ∆zS , are expressed as [34], [36]

∆zG =
lbglt c

2
ε

l
tan δ tanϕb, ∆zS =

lsglt c
2
ε

l
tan δ tanϕb.

Therefore, the lateral movements of G/S due to ∆zG and

∆zS are obtained as ∆yG = ∆zG/ tanϕb and ∆yS =
∆zS/ tanϕb, respectively. Similar to [37], the total gravita-

tional balancing torque uδ due to steering effect is calculated

approximately as

uδ = − (mblb +mhls)
glt c

2
ε

l
tan δ. (3)

Therefore, the steering actuation generates a gravitational-

related balancing torque that is independent with velocity vr.

We use Lagrangian equations to obtain the motion dynamics

for the rider-bikebot system. Denoting the generalized coordi-

nate for the system as q = [ϕb ϕh]
T , the equations of motion

are obtained as [33], [38]

M(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇) +G(q) = u, (4)

where matrices M(q), C(q, q̇) and G(q) are given in (5)

on the top of this page. In (4), the input is defined as u =
[0 uh]

T , where uh represents the human trunk driving torque.

Plugging (1) and its time derivative into (4), we obtain the

motion equations of the rider-bikebot system with the rider

applied torque uh and the steering actions us = tan δ and its

derivative as control inputs.

III. HUMAN BALANCE CONTROL MODELS AND

STABILITY ANALYSIS

A. Human Balance Control Models

1) Human body movement balance model: In [18], a human

balance model is presented to capture the sensorimotor mech-

anisms to ride a stationary bicycle. Fig. 3 illustrates the block

diagram of the human balance leaning control. The model

captures the body intrinsic stiffness, short-, medium- and long-

term phasic mechanisms due to proprioception, vestibular and

visual sensory, respectively. For example, the intrinsic stiffness

M(q) =

[

mbh
2
b +mh

(

h2s + h2h + 2hshh cϕb

)

+ Jb mh

(

h2h + 2hshh cϕb

)

mh

(

h2h + 2hshh cϕb

)

mhh
2
h + Jh

]

, (5a)

C(q, q̇) =

















−
(

mbh
2
b sϕb

cϕb
+mhh

2
h sϕb+ϕh

cϕb+ϕh
+hshh c2ϕb+ϕh

)

ψ̇2 +
(

mbhblb cϕb
+mhhsls cϕb

+

mhhhls cϕb+ϕh

)

ψ̈ + (mbhb cϕb
+mhhs cϕb

+mhhh cϕb+ϕh
) vrψ̇ + (mblb cϕb

+mhls cϕb
) glt cε v

−1
r ψ̇

−mhhhhs sϕh
ϕ̇h (2ϕ̇b + ϕ̇h)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

mhhhhs sϕh
ϕ̇2
h −

(

mhhshh sϕb
cϕb+ϕh

+mhh
2
h sϕb+ϕh

cϕb+ϕh

)

ψ̇2 +mhhhls cϕb+ϕh
ψ̈+

mhhh cϕb+ϕh
vrψ̇

















, (5b)

G(q) =

[

−mbhbg sϕb
−mhhsg sϕb

−mhhhg sϕb+ϕh

−mhhhg sϕb+ϕh

]

. (5c)
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Fig. 3. A block diagram that represents the human motor control model for
the body leaning torque uh(t) [18]. The block diagram mainly represents the
relationship between sensory feedback of bicycle and rider upper-body roll
angles (i.e., ϕb and ϕh) and human leaning torque uh(t).

mechanism provides a proportional torque (i.e., stiffness coef-

ficient Kin) to the (relative) roll angle ϕh. The short-latency

phasic mechanism (with coefficient Bsl and delay τsl) captures

the upper-body tilting velocity ϕ̇h. The short-latency phasic

mechanism is based on the proprioception sensory feedback.

The medium-latency phasic mechanism (with delay τml and

coefficient Bv) generates a torque that is proportional to

the upper-body angular velocity ϕ̇h. Finally, the long-latency

sensory integration mechanism generates the torque through

a neural proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller with

long latency τll.
For the above discussion, we propose the following body

leaning torque model

uh(t) = kh0ϕh(t) + kh1ϕb(t− τ1) + kh2ϕ̇b(t− τ2)

+kh3ϕh(t− τ1) + kh4ϕ̇h(t− τ2), (6)

where khi, i = 0, · · · , 4, are the control gains and τ1, τ2 > 0
are time-delay constants. The control model (6) is considered

as a similar but simplified structure as shown in Fig. 3. The

first term represents the passive torque proportional to ϕh(t)
with intrinsic stiffness kh0. The rest four terms in (6) contain

the time-delay of the bikebot roll angle ϕb and the upper-body

roll angle ϕh and their derivatives. These terms are considered

as a simplified representation of the short-, medium- and long-

term phasic mechanisms due to proprioception, vestibular and

visual sensory shown in Fig. 3. For example, the PD control

structure with gains kh1 and kh3 for position and kh2 and

kh4 for velocity are used to capture the resultant effects of

coefficients Bsl, Bv , and the PID-gain in the model described

in Fig. 3. The model (6) uses only two time delays τ1 and

τ2 rather than three in [3], [18] to simplify the analysis.

The model (6) is validated by the experimental results in

Section IV.

Fig. 3 mainly represents the information and signal flow

for the human leaning torque model and does not include

human or bicycle dynamics. The rider-bicycle dynamics (4) are

included in the “Human-bicycle dynamics” block in the figure.

The main portion of Fig. 3 includes a three-delayed struc-

ture that represents phenomenological relationship between

the human leaning control torque uh and rider and bicycle

angles (the angular rates are actually calculated through these

derivative terms (as Laplace operator s) in the figure.)

2) Steering balance model: For human steering control, we

propose a similar PD structure model as

δ(t) =
1

v2r

[

kb1ϕb(t− τ3) + kb2ϕ̇b(t− τ4)

+kb3ϕh(t− τ3) + kb4ϕ̇h(t− τ4)
]

, (7)

where τ3 and τ4 are the time delays constants and kbi,
i = 0, · · · , 4, are the constant control gains. Given the double

inverted-pendulum model, the human controlled steering angle

is related to both the bikebot and the upper-body roll angles.

For the upright equilibria, that is, ϕbe(t) = ϕhe(t) = 0, each

term in (7) is indeed the errors ϕb−ϕbe or ϕh−ϕhe and their

derivatives with the time delays. Similar to the model (6),

the PD feedback structure is used. Similar to (6) and for

simplicity, the time delays in the bikebot and upper-body roll

angles terms are the same and also the same time delay for

the roll angular velocities. For (4), one dominating term is

the centrifugal torque that is proportional to vrψ̇. Given (1),

the centrifugal torque is proportional to v2r and therefore, the

steering model in (7) contains the factor v−2
r . Moreover, we

also observe in experiments that with faster moving speed

vr, the steering control is less aggressive and this matches

the mathematical relationship in (7). We will also show the

experimental validation of (7) in Section IV.

The leaning torque control given in (6) is a phenomeno-

logical model and does not explicitly include terms that

represent physical rider-bicycle interactions dynamics, such as

centrifugal or gravitational forces, etc. The model can however

be interpreted to include these dynamic effects implicitly. For

instance, the gravitational force is related to roll angles and

is indeed proportional to a linear combination of bicycle roll

angle ϕb(t) and upper-body roll angle ϕh(t). Therefore, its

effect has been captured by the first two terms of the right-side

of (6). For centrifugal force, its magnitude is proportional to

vrψ̇. In experiments, velocity variation is not large and by (1),

yaw rate ψ̇ is directly related to steering angle δ. The influence

of the centrifugal force on uh(t) is then related to δ and

from (7), it is again a function of velocity vr and combination

of roll angles and angular rates. Therefore, model (6) implicitly

includes the dynamic effects. Moreover, similar forms in (6)

and (7) are taken and this treatment would also help stability

analysis. Indeed, the experiments in Section IV demonstrate

that these models capture rider performance.

It is also noted that unlike the internal model [39] that

incorporates both feedback and feedforward mechanism, the

human control models (6) and (7) only include feedback

terms. We do not use internal model in this study primarily

for several considerations. First, the internal model has been

mainly used to capture simple human movement mechanism

such as arm reaching motion (e.g., [40]). It is not clear

whether the internal model can be applied to the complex

motor skills such as bicycle balance. Second, the focus of
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this paper lies in experienced rider balance behavior and

stability analysis. It is out of scope of this paper to find out

how the bicycle riding training can improve riders’ balance

capability and performance. Therefore, the commonly used

feedforward mechanism in internal model applications is not

included in the human control models. Nevertheless, it is of

interest to incorporate the internal model concept and bring

the feedforward mechanism into the human control model as

one of future research directions.

Remark 1: Comparing with the model in [20] with five

model parameters for both platform balancing and path-

following tasks, the proposed models (6) and (7) provide

additional important features. The proposed models explicitly

capture the body leaning motion, which is important for the

platform balancing task. The models also explicitly consider

the sensorimotor time delays. The existence of time delays

in human sensorimotor are observed in various balancing sys-

tems [1]–[6] and we shall include these delays in bicycle riding

task. The rider control models enable the stability analysis

of the closed-loop systems. We also conduct the sensitivity

study of the model parameters under various sensory feedback

perturbations. These are complementary to the results in [20].

Remark 2: We focus on the platform balancing task in

this paper and the rider control models are proposed by this

consideration. Although they are not extensively validated by

experiments, the rider control models in this paper might be

possibly modified for path-following task [15]. Indeed, in [30]

we presented a nonlinear control design (i.e., external/internal

convertible (EIC)-based control) for an autonomous bicycle for

path-following task. The rider steering angle output profiles are

similar to the EIC-based controller outputs. Extensive valida-

tion of the rider control models for path-following performance

is out of the scope of this paper.

Remark 3: The steering control model (7) uses the steering

angle, rather than steering torque, as its output for several con-

siderations. Bicycles have relatively light steering components,

a small cast angle and small tire-road contact forces, and all

of these conditions result in the fast steering dynamics from

the rider steering torque input to the steering angle output.

From balance viewpoint, the bicycle’s self-stabilizing property

in [12], [14] is obtained by considering the steering torque

as the control input. However, this treatment is primarily for

riderless or handlebar-free steering cases, while in our study,

the riders always put their hands on the steering handlebar

and also regulate the controlled steering actuation. With the

rider’s balance actuation, the steering angle is considered as

the controlled input to the rider-bicycle systems. Moreover,

the experimental results in Section IV and in [30] confirm

that the steering angle design produced satisfactory balance

performance. Besides our work, other control design and

experiments such as those in [15], [37] also neglect the

steering dynamics and use the steering angle (rather than the

steering torque) as the input to obtain satisfactory results.

Finally, inclusion of the steering dynamics would increase the

complexity of the closed-loop stability analysis and might even

prevent from obtaining the stability and parameter sensitivity

results, which is one of the main goals of this paper.

B. Rider-Bicycle System Stability

Since dynamic model (4) is nonlinear and the human bal-

ance models (6) and (7) contain time-delay terms, the stability

analysis is conducted by using the linearized dynamics with

time delays. The equilibria of the system states are zeros and

the linearized dynamics approximately capture the nonlinear

stability properties [17], [18]. After plugging (6) and (7)

into (4), the linearized dynamic models around the equilibria

are

q̈+T 2q̈(t−τ4)+
4
∑

i=1

[Biq̇(t− τi) +Kiq(t− τi)]+K0q = 0,

(8)

where gain matrix T 2 ∈ R
2×2 is introduced by the derivative

terms in the steering model, Bi,Ki ∈ R
2×2, i = 0, · · · , 4,

are the damping and stiffness matrices, respectively. We do

not list the detailed, lengthy formulation for these matrices.

Defining x = [q q̇]T ∈ R
4×4, the closed-loop system

dynamics (8) becomes

ẋ+D2ẋ(t− τ4) +A0x+

4
∑

i=1

Aix(t− τi) = 0, (9)

where

D2 =

[

02 02

02 T T
2

]

, A0 =

[

02 −I2

KT
0 02

]

, Ai =

[

02 02

KT
i BT

i

]

for i = 1, · · · , 4, and In and 0n are the n × n identity and

zero matrices, respectively. Taking the Laplace transformation,

the characteristic equation of (9) is obtained as

det

[

(

I4 +D2e
−τ4s

)

s+A0 +

4
∑

i=1

Aie
−τis

]

= 0, (10)

where the time delays are introduced in the exponential terms.

For presentation convenience, we denote the right-most root

of (10) as λ0 and we will use λ0 to determine the time-

delay system stability. If the value of the real part of λ0 is

negative, that is, Re(λ0) < 0, the closed-loop system is stable.

A system with smaller real part values Re(λ0) is considered to

be more robustly stable. A quasi-polynomial mapping-based

root finder [41] is used to compute the stability region given

by (10). We will also use values of Re(λ0) as an index to

illustrate the stability property in later sections.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Bikebot System

The bikebot system is shown in Fig. 1(a). The platform

is modified from a mountain bicycle with added onboard

sensors and actuators. A real-time embedded system (cRIO

model 9082 from National Instruments Inc.) is used to collect

the sensor measurements and also for motion control at a

frequency of 100 Hz. The bikebot velocity vr is measured by

the encoder mounted on the rear wheel, and the steering angle

δ and the handlebar rotating angle are measured respectively

by two encoders on the steering structure. The rider’s leaning

angle ϕh is obtained by a rolling arm and an encoder that is

rigidly connected to the upper-body segment; see Fig. 1(c).

The bikebot roll angle ϕb and yaw angle ψ are obtained by
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Handlebar and front wheel steering angle sensors and front wheel
steering actuator. (b) Visual blocking glasses and mirror glasses.

a high-accuracy inertial measurement unit (IMU) (model 801

from Motion Sense Inc.) mounted on the frame.

The bikebot motion is powered by a hub motor while a

human rider can still manually pedal. The front wheel frame

might be connected or disconnected to the handlebar by a

mechanical switch. When connected, the steering action is

operated by the rider, like a normal bicycle; while discon-

nected, the steering actuation is driven by a DC motor (with

an integrated encoder); see Fig. 4(a). In this case, the human

rider can still turn the handlebar and the turning angle is

obtained by the encoder. The onboard steering controller is

designed to follow the human steering, or a modified steering

action. For example, the controlled steering angle is designed

to follow the rider’s input with a time delay. To further perturb

the rider, we designed and installed a gyro-balancer on the

rear rack; see Fig. 1(a). The gyro-balancer provides a rolling

torque that is generated by the gyroscopic motion of a high-

speed spinning flywheel (around 1000 rpm) with a controlled

pivoting rotation. By using the steering actuator and the gyro-

balancer, the bikebot system creates perturbations to which the

human rider needs to react for balance keeping. By measuring

the rider’s reactions, we identify the human balance control

behaviors and therefore estimate the human balance model

parameters.

B. Riding Experiments

Five subjects (all males with ages: 29.8±3.4, heights 1.73±
0.05 m, and weights 66.8 ± 7.5 kg) were recruited for the

experiments. All of the participants were chosen from students

at Rutgers University and were reported to be in a good health

condition. All subjects were reported by themselves to have

at least five years’ bicycle riding history and were considered

as experienced riders. An informed consent form was signed

by all subjects and the testing protocol was approved by the

Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Rutgers University.

In all tests, the subjects were required to ride the bikebot

only for keeping balance on an open parking field. The bikebot

was controlled at a constant speed (ranging from 1.7-2.3 m/s

and speed variation is less than 0.2 m/s in each test). Three

types of perturbations were used separately in these tests: the

external balancing torque perturbation, the visual perturbation

and the steering actuation time-delay perturbation. The riding

experiments were conducted by three groups, following the

above-mentioned three types of perturbations. The first group

was the normal riding with perturbed rolling torques by the

gyro-balancer. The subjects were informed the possible rolling

perturbation but they did not know when the perturbation was

applied. The generated perturbation was an impulse torque

by suddenly pivoting of the spinning flywheel. In the second

group of experiments, the riders were visually perturbed as

well as the external torque perturbations by the gyro-balancer.

To generate the visual perturbations, two types of eye glasses

were wore by the riders separately. Fig. 4(b) shows these two

types of eye glasses. The viewed images of the first pair of

glasses (called Glasses I as shown on the top of Fig. 4(b)) were

partially blocked by translucent tapes. The subjects cannot see

the environment objects completely and the sensing images

were blocked partially. The images of the second pair of

glasses (called Glasses II as shown on the bottom of Fig. 4(b))

were distorted by a set of internal mirrors. When they wore

Glasses II, the subjects felt dizzy with the distorted images

and it took a few hours to get used to it. It is generally

considered that Glasses II generate much more visual and

perception distortion and perturbation than these of Glasses

I.

The third set of experiments were conducted with time-

delay perturbations in steering actuation. In these tests, the

handlebar and the front wheel frame were mechanically dis-

connected. The rider rotated the handlebar and the actual

steering angle was controlled by the steering motor to track

the human input angle with a designed time delay. The goal

of this set of experiments is to understand how the steering

perturbation and delay affect the riding performance and

stability. The time-delay was set initially from 80 ms with an

incremental 50 ms delay in each experiment until the subjects

cannot maintain balancing properly. These time-delay values

are chosen using the same range of the human neuro-controller

delays in [3].

We label five subjects as A to E. Before riding data was

collected, each subject was asked to ride the bikebot for about

15 to 30 mins. Under each experimental condition, the subject

was asked to repeat the tests two or three times and all

experimental data were recorded and processed. All subjects

completed the first group of normal riding experiments and the

second group of visual perturbations experiments with wearing

Glasses I. However, subject E cannot ride the bikebot while

wearing Glasses II. For the third group of riding experiments,

subject A can ride and keep balance at time delays 80, 130,

180, and 230 ms, subjects B and C finished successfully with

80, 130, and 180 ms, and subjects D and E can only ride

successfully at 80 and 130 ms.

C. Riding Performance Metrics

We use the value of Re(λ0) of (10) as an indicator to

quantify the system stability. To quantify the riding balance

skills, we use the balance equilibrium manifold (BEM) concept

that was introduced in [30] as a performance metric. The basic

idea of the BEM is to calculate the balanced bicycle and rider

upper-body roll angles under the human control.
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We use the first dynamics equation in (4) to define the BEM.

For given rider steering and pedaling inputs, we compute the

required balance torque by the body movements and these

torques due to the bicycle roll motion. From the first equation

of (4), if the difference of the calculated required torque

and rider-bicycle rolling torque is zero, the bicycle roll angle

ϕb and the rider upper-body roll angle ϕh maintain at their

equilibria. The calculation of F (q, δ, δ̇) in (11) on the top of

this page captures the net balancing torque for the rider body

movement under the equilibrium conditions. The smaller value

of |F (q, δ, δ̇)|, the closer of the roll angles to their equilibria.

Considering F (q, δ, δ̇) over a time interval [t1, t2], we use the

following balance metric (BM) index as

BM =
1

t2 − t1

∫ t2

t1

|F (q, δ, δ̇)|dt. (12)

A smaller BM value implies closer to the balance equilibria

and therefore, more graceful and skillful in bikebot riding.

V. RESULTS

A. Model Validation Results

To validate the rider-bikebot model (4), we take an inverse

dynamics approach to calculate and compare the resultant

torques by the model using the kinematics measurements. The

inverse dynamics (rather than forward dynamics) validation

is used primarily because in forward dynamics calculation,

integration of the differential equation of the unstable rider-

bicycle dynamic system might be sensitive to slightly im-

precise values of the model parameters. Fig. 5 shows the

experimental validation results. In the figure, we plot the

comparison values of the gravitational and the other terms

in both equations of (4). Rather than comparing the sums of

all the terms in (4) with zero, we here separately consider

the gravitational-related torque and compare them with the

sums of the rest terms because the former is relatively large

and therefore, it is more effective to use this comparison for

model validation. Fig. 5(a) shows the comparison of the first

equation and Fig. 5(b) for the second equation of (4). The

experimental data in these figures are taken from subject A and

the human torque data uh are calculated from the (seat) force

sensor measurements [33]. It is clear from these figures that

the dynamic model (4) captures the motion and interactions

between the rider and the bikebot.

To identify the human steering and body movement mod-

els (6) and (7), we use the collected sensor data in each riding

experiment run and then a least square method was used to fit

the data. The time delay parameters do not appear as the linear

terms in the model and therefore, it is difficult to use the least

square method to estimate and obtain their values. We first

treat and fix these time delays values in their feasible ranges.

For example, time delay τs1 is estimated to be in the range of

[0, 500] ms and we then search time delay τs1 at τs1 = k∆T s,

k = 0, · · · , 50, k ∈ N, and ∆T is the sampling period (in the

experiments ∆T = 10 ms). We extend such searching for other

time delays. With a fixed time delay in each search iteration,

the least square method is then used to estimate the values of

the control gains. For each set of estimated time delays and

control gains, we compute the fitting errors. Finally, the set of

the parameters that gives the smallest fitting error is chosen

as the estimates of the control model parameters.

Fig. 6 shows the validation results in one experiment test by

subject A. The model parameters were obtained by using the

data collected in other experimental runs. The rider operated

the bikebot in a straight-line-like trajectory and the bikebot roll

angle was within 0.1 rad; see Fig. 6(a). The model predictions

of steering angle δ and body leaning torque uh match the

sensor measurements in experiments, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

These results confirm the human steering and body movement

models. We estimate the model parameters in (6) and (7)

for each subject. The parameter values are listed in Table I

for the gains and Table II for the time delays. In the tables,

we include the mean values and standard deviations of each

model parameter and time delay. From the magnitudes of these

parameters in the tables, we find that for the model (6), the

values of passive stiffness parameter kh0 are slightly smaller

than these of active controlled kh3. Values of both kh0 and kh3
are much larger than these of gains kh1, kh2 or kh4. Therefore,

the rider leaning torque is much more sensitive for the upper-

body roll angle than that of the bikebot. Similarly, values of

kb1 are much larger than these of gains kb2, kb3 or kb4. We also

notice that the steering angle is sensitive to bikebot roll angle

than that of rider upper-body roll angle. For The time delays

of the steering control have overall much larger values than

these of the body leaning control, similar to the previously

reported results [42] in which the former and latter delays are

around 200 and 100 ms, respectively.

The estimated values of the model parameters in Table I and

plots in Fig. 6 are directly based on experimental data without

using any low-pass filters. We calculate derivatives of roll

angles in human control models (6) and (7) numerically and

the calculations do not result in large numerical noises. This

is probably due to several reasons. The bicycle roll angle ϕb

and angular rate ϕ̇b measurements are directly from IMU and

output signals are already pre-processed and therefore smooth,

as shown in Fig. 6(a). Another reason for no significant

numeric errors is that the magnitudes of gains values for

derivative terms in the control model are significant smaller

than those of the proportional terms, as we mentioned above.

B. Control Models Parameters Analysis

The visual perturbations affect the human riding motor be-

haviors. Out of all control model gains, bikebot roll angle gain

F (q, δ, δ̇) = −
[

mbh
2
b sϕb

cϕb
+mh

(

h2h sϕb+ϕh
cϕb+ϕh

+hshh c2ϕb+ϕh

)

]

ψ̇2 + (mbhblb cϕb
+mhhsls cϕb

+mhhhls cϕb+ϕh
)ψ̈

+(mbhb cϕb
+mhhs cϕb

+mhhh cϕb+ϕh
)vrψ̇ − (mbhb sϕb

+mhhs sϕb
+mhhh sϕb+ϕh

)g − uδ. (11)
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Fig. 5. Experimental results for rider-bikebot dynamics models validation. (a) Balancing torques in the first equation of (4). (b) Balancing torques in the
second equation of (4).
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Fig. 6. Rider steering and body movement model validation results. (a) Rider upper-body and bikebot roll angle profiles (top plot) and bikebot position
trajectory (bottom plot). (b) Validation results for the rider steering control model δ in (7) (top plot) and the body movement torque model uh in (6) (bottom
plot).

TABLE I
THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE HUMAN STEERING AND BODY MOVEMENT MODEL PARAMETERS.

Subject kh0 (Nm/rad) kh1 (Nm/rad) kh2 (Nms/rad) kh3 (Nm/rad) kh4 (Nms/rad) kb1 (m2/s2) kb2 (m2/s) kb3 (m2/s2) kb4 (m2/s)

A −96.3± 6.03 −66.2± 8.37 −8.23± 0.85 −139± 6.55 −19.6± 0.75 10.15± 0.54 1.24± 0.851 0.90± 0.20 0.92± 0.36

B −97.7± 7.50 −71.5± 8.03 −7.13± 6.03 −135± 3.51 −13.0± 2.27 10.53± 0.51 1.13± 0.067 0.83± 0.06 1.18± 0.13

C −99.5± 12.0 −74.6± 9.88 −10.3± 1.56 −111± 22.6 −17.7± 5.87 9.13± 0.28 1.62± 0.269 1.33± 0.42 1.01± 0.25

D −81.0± 3.82 −84.0± 8.78 −4.2± 1.84 −85.0± 5.66 −11.7± 2.40 10.06± 0.15 1.07± 0.028 0.79± 0.23 1.00± 0.28

E −80.0± 3.54 −81.9± 5.51 −9.0± 0.95 −75.7± 4.96 −16.9± 1.31 10.10± 0.64 1.605± 0.478 1.30± 0.28 1.18± 0.32
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Fig. 7. Model parameter and time delay variations in experiments with five subjects under different visual conditions. (a) Parameter kb1. (c) Time delay τ3.
(c) Time delay τ4.
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Fig. 8. Human steering time delays under varying steering actuation delay τs. (a) Human steering control delay τ3. (b) Human steering control delay τ4. (c)
Total steering delay τs3. (d) Total steering delay τs4.

TABLE II
IDENTIFIED HUMAN BODY MOVEMENT AND STEERING CONTROL TIME

DELAYS.

Subject τ1 (ms) τ2 (ms) τ3 (ms) τ4 (ms)

A 163± 6 53± 12 200± 15 160± 11

B 147± 12 47± 12 190± 18 150± 13

C 140± 0 45± 7 190± 17 140± 17

D 145± 7 40± 0 170± 16 120± 12

E 135± 14 45± 7 130± 10 100± 6

kb1 has the most significant variation under visual perturbation.

Fig. 7(a) shows the value change of kb1 under normal riding

and riding with wearing Glasses I and II respectively for five

subjects. It is clearly shown in these plots that after blocking

the visual feedback, the values of gain kb1 increase about 0.5-

2 consistently for each subject. Moreover, when the subjects

wear Glasses II, the values of kb1 increase further about

additional 0.5-2 for four out of five subjects (fifth subject E

cannot ride stably.) Figs. 7(b) and 7(c) further show the values

of time delays τ3 and τ4 under visual perturbations.

For the last group of experiments with delayed steering

actuation, we denote the steering actuation time delay as τs.

With human control delays τ3 and τ4 in (7), the total steering

time delays are defined as

τs3 = τ3 + τs, τs4 = τ4 + τs.

Under varying τs (i.e., τs3 and τs4), we have observed the

changing values of steering control gain kb1 and leaning

control gain kh1, and time delays τ3 and τ4. These observations

are illustrated in Fig. 8. We particularly choose to show

these parameters because their changes are among the most

significant. It is interesting to observe the decreasing trends

of time delays τ3 and τ4 shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b),

respectively. A large value of τs implies an increased difficulty

of riding bikebot. Only subject A can control the bikebot at

τs = 230 ms. Subjects B and C can still ride the bikebot up

to τs = 180 ms and D and E at τs = 130 ms. Although all

subjects have different handling capabilities, it is interesting

to notice in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d) that the maximum total time

delays τs3 and τs4 of all subjects are about the same, that

is, around 350 ms and 400 ms, respectively. These limits are

probably the longest steering delays that experienced riders

can handle.

To analyze the trend among all subjects, Fig. 9 shows the

mean values and standard deviations of the above-mentioned

parameters under varying τs and visual conditions. We clearly

see a decreasing trend for gains kb1, kh1, and time delays τ3
and τ4 with increasing τs as shown in the top three plots in

the figure. This implies that the riders enforce the dominating

steering gain slightly by noticing the total time delays. The

absolute values of the human control gain kh1 instead show an

increasing trend with τs. Comparing with the values in normal

riding case, the values of |kh1| at τs = 230 ms increase about

20%. It seems that with an increased τs, the riders tried to

use their body movements aggressively to keep balancing the

platform. Under increasing severity of the visual conditions,

the values of gain kb1 also increase as shown in the bottom plot
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Fig. 10. Balance metric BM (mean and standard deviation) for five subjects
under (a) varying steering actuation delay ts and (b) visual conditions.

in Fig. 9. Gain kb1 and delay τ4 show significantly changes

under visual perturbation and increasing τs, respectively.

We calculate the balance metric BM under different riding

conditions and Fig. 10 shows its mean and standard deviation

values. Fig. 10(a) shows BM calculations for all subjects with

increasing τs. The values of BM clearly increase with τs.

The BM values are around 20 Nm for most riders (except

subject E) at normal riding condition, i.e., τs = 0. When

τs = 230 ms, the BM values increase to around 30-60 Nm.

Similarly, the BM values also reach to around 35-50 Nm

when the subject wears Glasses II as shown in Fig. 10(b).

The deteriorated balance performance, that is, increased BM
values, under varying riding conditions (either large delay or

severe visual distortion) match the riding difficulty reported

by the subjects.

C. Stability Results

From experiment observations, time delays τs3 and τs4 are

critical to system stability. First, we choose gains kb1 and kb2
of (7) as an example to illustrate the stability analysis. Fig. 11

shows the stable region in the kb1-kb2 plane under delay τs3 =
200, 300 and 350 ms. The stable region is defined as Re(λ0) <
0 for the roots of (10) under varying kb1 and kb2. The values

of all other model parameters and delays are listed in Tables I

and II. Note that by Fig. 8(c), the range of τs3 ∈ [200, 350]
ms corresponds to steering delay τs ∈ [0, 230] ms. Besides the

plotted regions (as solid red lines) by using the mean values

of all model parameters and delays, we also include the stable

regions using the sets of the model parameters one standard

deviation smaller (green dot lines) and larger (blue dash lines)

than the mean values.

By comparing these figures, we clearly observe that: (1)

with increasing τs, the stable region becomes smaller as shown

from τs = 0 (i.e., τs3 = 200 ms) in Fig. 11(a) to τs = 230
(i.e., τs3 = 350 ms) in Fig. 11(c). This is reasonable since it

is more difficult for a rider to balance a bikebot with a long

steering delay than that with a short delay; (2) It is interesting

to see the identified (kb1, kb2) locations for each individual

subject are related to the boundaries of the stable regions

in the figure: with increasing delays, the subjects’ balance

performance became deteriorated and in the case of τs = 230
ms in Fig. 11(c), all subjects performed closely around the

stable region boundary. This is not surprising since as shown

in Fig. 8(c), τs3 = 350 ms (τs = 230 ms) is the maximum total

(actuation) delay that all subjects can barely handle without

loss of balance in riding experiments.

Similar to Fig. 11 to show the stable regions under different

values of the control gains, Fig. 12 illustrates the stable region

in the τs3-τs4 plane along with all the subject time delays.

The plots are split into three groups according to the three

τs3 intervals between 160 and 400 ms that are observed in

experiments. The figures give an estimation of the ranges of

the time delays τs3 and τs4 for system stability and also the

observed subjects time delays. We also see that for almost all

experiments, the subject time delays are located within but

close to the stable region boundaries.
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Fig. 11. Stable region in the kb1-kb2 plane at different steering actuation delays. (a) τs3 = 200 ms. (b) τs3 = 300 ms. (c) τs3 = 350 ms. Red solid curve
indicates the stable region calculated by the mean values of the control model parameters, green dot and blue dash curves indicate the stable regions calculated
by the one standard deviation below and above the mean values of all model parameters, respectively. In the figures, individual dot represents each subject
experiment test. “×”, “@”,“⋆”, “◦” and “⋄” marks indicate subjects A to E, respectively. Blue and red marks indicate the stable and unstable parameters point
respectively. Note that the shaded areas are obtained by using the mean values of the control model parameters and for a particular subject, the stability is
determined by using the control model parameters of that subject. Therefore, it is possible that red marks are located inside the shared areas.
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Fig. 12. Stable region in the τs4-τs3 plane at different steering actuation delays. The stable regions are calculated using the experimental trials that are
grouped by three different actuation delay intervals of τs3. (a) τs3 ∈ [160, 240) ms. (b) τs3 ∈ [240, 320) ms. (c) τs3 ∈ [320, 400] ms. Grey area indicates
the stable region calculated by the mean values of the control model parameters. In the figures, individual dot represents each subject experiment test. “×”,
“@”,“⋆”, “◦” and “⋄” marks indicate subjects A to E, respectively. Blue and red marks indicate the stable and unstable parameters points, respectively. Similar
to Fig. 11, the shaded areas are obtained by using the mean values of the control model parameters and for a particular subject, the stability is determined
by using the control model parameters of that subject. Therefore, it is possible that red marks are located inside the shared areas.

D. Discussions

From Table I, the value of gain kb1 is much larger than

that of kb3 for the upper-body roll angle ϕh. The angular rate

gains kb2 and kb4 are within a similar range. Considering the

magnitudes of ϕb, ϕh and their derivatives, the dominating

term of (7) is the first one, that is, kb1ϕb. This implies that

the roll angle ϕb plays a more important role for balancing

the platform than ϕh does. From Table II, the values of

time delays τ3 and τ4 are (around 50 and 100 ms) larger

respectively than those of τ1 and τ2. A possible explanation of

these differences is that the human sensorimotor mechanism

for steering actuation has a slower response than that of the

body movement. This is consistent with the results reported

in [42].

To observe the influence of steering delays on τ1 and

τ2, Fig. 13 illustrates the stable regions in the τ1-τ2 plane

under four different pairs of (τs3, τs4): (200, 160), (250, 210),
(300, 260) and (350, 310) ms, respectively. We choose these

pairs of (τs3, τs4) values because the starting pair is around

τs = 0. From these plots, the stable region is enlarged for
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Fig. 13. Stable regions under under varying τ1 and τ2 with different delays
τs3 and τs4. The stable region is marked with Re(λ0) < 0. Blue “@”, green
“×”, red “⋄”, and black “◦” marks indicate the estimated mean values of
(τ1, τ2) for each subject under these four pairs of time delay combinations
τs3/τs4, respectively.
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the large values of (τs3, τs4). The maximum value of τ1 has

increased almost around 50 ms for each incremental pair

of (τs3, τs4) but the maximum values of τ2 do not change

significantly under varying (τs3, τs4). The identified values for

τ1 and τ2 listed in Table II all fall into the stable regions and

indeed these values do not change much when the steering

delay τs is introduced in experiments. This could imply that

the human riders prefer to use and adopt faster steering

actions, rather than body movement, to respond the time delays

produced by the actuator. This observation is consistent with

the sensitivity analysis reported in [30].

The work in this study has several limitations. The model (6)

includes only the dependency on bikebot and upper-body

roll angles and their derivatives and some other factors are

neglected, such as the possible influence of the steering action

on torque uh. We only recruited experienced bicycle riders as

the subjects and it is not clear whether the presented results

can be extended and applied to other types of bicycle riders.

Moreover, the results do not include detailed stability analysis

of the influence of bikebot velocity. Finally, this paper does

not consider and discuss how to tune and adapt the human

motor skills through the physical rider-bikebot interactions.

Some preliminary results are reported in [43] and we will

report the new developments in future publications.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the human balance control and stability

analysis of the rider-bicycle systems. We first presented a rider-

bikebot dynamic model. Inspired by the experimental data

and the postural stance balance model, we proposed new PD-

like feedback models with time delays for the human body

movement and steering control for bicycle riding. The riding

experiments with visual feedback and actuation perturbations

were then conducted. We discussed the stability analysis of the

rider-bicycle system and presented the influence of the model

parameters, including the physical parameters, control gains

and time delays, on the system stability. The results were also

used to interpret the human balance capability and to compare

with stance balance and balancing stationary bicycles that were

reported previously. The work presented in this paper can serve

as a foundation for the human balance motor skill tuning and

developing bicycle/motorcycle riding assistive systems.
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